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Terms and Conditions
Conditions of
of Participation
Participation
1.
1.

2.
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3.

3.

4.

5.
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5.

Application
Applications for stand space must be made to the AMA Service GmbH
Application
by
completing and signing, legally binding, the enclosed application
Applications
for stand
mustand
be made
to theset
AMA
Service
GmbH
form
in recognition
of space
the Terms
Conditions
forth
for this
exby completing
signing,with
legally
the
enclosed application
hibition
and inand
accordance
thebinding,
Technical
Regulations
(Exhibitor
formManual).
in recognition of the Terms and Conditions set forth for this exInfo
hibitionconditions
and in accordance
with the
Technical
Regulations
Special
and privileges
cannot
be granted.
Every (Exhibitor
endeavour
Infobe
Manual).
will
made to meet requests for specific sites, but such requests canFor automatic
processing
purposes,
information will be
not
be recognized
as a condition
forapplication
participation.
kept on file and, if necessary, divulged to third parties for contract
Admission
fulfillment.
Only those manufacturers and importers whose products correspond
Special conditions and privileges cannot be granted. Every endeavour
with the theme of this event are permitted to the exhibition. After a
will be made to meet requests for specific sites, but such requests canhearing by the SENSOR+TEST Boards, it will be the sole decision of the
not be recognized as a condition for participation.
organizer which exhibitors and what exhibits to admit. There is no
legal claim to admission.
Admission
The
admission will be confirmed in writing and is not transferrable.
Upon
dispatch
of this confirmation,
the contract
betweencorrespond
exhibitor
Only those
manufacturers
and importers
whose products
and
withorganizer
the themewill
of be
thisconcluded.
event are permitted to the exhibition. After a
The
organizer
without notice
revoke
to Exhibit
if
hearing
by themay
SENSOR+TEST
Boards,
it willthe
beAdmission
the sole decision
of the
the
exhibitor
hasexhibitors
made false
statements
prior to
to admit.
the conclusion
organizer
which
and
what exhibits
There is of
no
legal claim
admission.
contract
or to
if the
conditions prerequisite to the Admission to Exhibit
have
changed or
longer applicable.
The admission
willare
beno
confirmed
in writing and is not transferrable.
The
organizer
also
revoke the Admission
to between
Exhibit if exhibitor
the exhibiUpon
dispatch may
of this
confirmation,
the contract
tor
to meet
hisbe
financial
obligations resulting from this contract,
andfails
organizer
will
concluded.
e.g.
to pay
10 notice
calendar
days the
of payment
due
orifif
The failure
organizer
maywithin
without
revoke
Admission
to date,
Exhibit
the
to observe
the technical
guidelines
or fails to meet
the exhibitor
exhibitor fails
has made
false statements
prior
to the conclusion
of
other
conditions
in these
Conditions
contract
or if the stated
conditions
prerequisite
to of
theParticipation
Admission towhich
Exhibit
warrant
the
revocation
of
the
Admission
to
Exhibit.
In this case, the
have changed or are no longer applicable.
exhibitor will pay a cancellation fee of 25% of the original participaThe organizer may also revoke the Admission to Exhibit if the exhibition fee to cover processing expenses. If the stand cannot be re-rented
tor fails to meet his financial obligations resulting from this contract,
at all, the exhibitor must pay the total participation fee.
e.g. failure to pay within 10 calendar days of payment due date, or if
Objections regarding the Admission to Exhibit must be submitted in
the exhibitor fails to observe the technical guidelines or fails to meet
writing to the organizer within eight days of its receipt. Later objecother conditions stated in these Conditions of Participation which
tions
or complaints
will of
notthe
beAdmission
acknowledged
nor heeded.
warrant
the revocation
to Exhibit.
In this case, the
exhibitor
will pay a cancellation fee of 25% of the original participaStand
Assignment
tion feeare
to assigned
cover processing
expenses.taking
If the stand
cannot
be re-rented
Stands
by the organizer
special
requests
of exhibiat all,inthe
exhibitor must
pay possible.
the total Stand
participation
fee. is based upon
tors
consideration,
where
assignment
Objections
Admission
tobeen
Exhibit
must be submitted in
the date byregarding
which thethe
application
has
received.
writing
the organizer
within
eight
of its reasons
receipt. does
Laternot
objecA
slight to
reduction
in stand
size due
todays
technical
entionsthe
or complaints
not be acknowledged
norfee.
heeded.
title
exhibitor towill
a reduction
in participation
If for reasons beyond the control of the organizer, the allocated space
is
not available,
an equivalent site shall be assigned to the exhibitor.
Stand
Assignment
In this case, the exhibitor may cancel the contract, in writing, within
Stands are assigned by the organizer taking special requests of exhibithree days of receipt of the notification. A full refund of the participators in consideration, where possible. Stand assignment is based upon
tion fee may be claimed. No claims for damages may be made. This
the date by which the application has been received.
provision does not apply if said site is moved within a few meters in
A slight
in stand size due to technical reasons does not enthe
samereduction
row.
title
the
exhibitor
to
a reduction
in relocate
participation
fee. and exit doors in
The organizer reserves
the right to
entrance
If forhalls,
reasons
beyond
the controland
of the
organizer,
the should
allocated
the
as well
as passageways
emergency
exits,
thisspace
beis not urgently
available,necessary.
an equivalent site shall be assigned to the exhibitor.
come
In this case, the exhibitor may cancel the contract, in writing, within
Stand
Size of receipt of the notification. A full refund of the participathree days
tion basic
fee may
be unit
claimed.
No
claims for
damages
Thisif
The
stand
is 9 m
². Smaller
stand
areas may
may be
be made.
allocated
provision
not
applyfloor
if saidspace
site isplanning.
moved within a few meters in
such areasdoes
result
during
the same row.
Costs
The
organizer reserves the right to relocate entrance and exit doors in
Thehalls,
participation
fee
for floor space
bookingsexits,
by October
31, 2021
the
as well as
passageways
andfor
emergency
should this
beis EURurgently
279,–/m²necessary.
(EUR 252,–/m² for AMA Members) plus legal tax valid
come
at the time of the event, if the service is taxable in Germany.
For bookings from November 1, 2021 the participation fee is
Stand Size
EUR 295,–/m² (EUR 266,–/m² for AMA Members) plus legal tax valid at
2 Smaller stand areas may be allocated if
The
basicof
stand
unit is 9
the time
the event,
if m
the. service
is taxable in Germany.
such
areas
result
during
floor
space
planning.
Precondition for the grant of the
AMA
discount is the membership
throughout the whole year 2022.
Costs
Surcharges
will be applied to this participation fee for stands with
The participation
fee side
for floor
space for bookings by October 31, 2017
more
than one open
as follows:
is EURfor
254,–/m
(EUR 229,–/m
Members)
10%
corner2 stands
		 2 for AMA
(2 sides
open)plus legal tax valid
at thefor
time
of the
event, if the service(3is sides
taxable
in Germany.
15%
head
stands		
open)
20%
for blockfrom
stands
		 1, 2017 (4
sides
open)
For bookings
November
the
participation
fee is
2 (EUR 242,–/m2 for AMA Members) plus legal tax valid at
EUR
269,–/m
Calculation of the participation fee is based upon the type of usage
thethe
time
of the
event,
taxableas
incorner
Germany.
of
floor
space,
i.e., ifif the
fourservice
standsismarked
stands on the
Precondition
grant
of the
AMA calculation
discount is the
membership
floor
plan willfor
bethe
used
as block
stands,
for block
stands
throughout
the whole year 2018.
will
be applied.

Nuremberg,
Germany,
10.– –28.6.2018
12.5.2022
Nürnberg,
Germany,
26.
The prices do not include stand partition walls.
Additionally,
thebeparticipation
feeparticipation
includes the basic
marketing
Surcharges
will
applied to this
fee for
stands with
(visitor
promotion
and
care,
press and PR work, social media,
more than
one open
side
as follows:
advertising
measures
passes according to 		
10% for corner
standson site, as well as
(2exhibitor
sides open)
Point
22)head
and the
attendance at the exhibitors
party.
15% for
stands
(3 sides open)
20% for block stands
(4 sides open)
6. Surcharges
Calculation of the participation fee is based upon the type of usage
1. A fee of EUR 0.60 net per m² of stand space in exhibition halls is
of the floor space, i.e., if four stands marked as corner stands on the
		 charged and remitted to AUMA (Association of the German Trade
floor plan will be used as block stands, calculation for block stands
		will
Fair
beIndustry).
applied.
2. Together with the participation fee each direct exhibitor will be inpriceswith
do a
not
include
stand
walls.
		The
voiced
media
flat rate
inpartition
the amount
of EUR 750,– plus legal
		 VAT valid at the time of the event, if the service is taxable in Germany.
Additionally,
fee includes the basic marketing (visiThis
media flatthe
rateparticipation
includes:
promotion,
press of
and
PR work)material
as well as
the attendance
-torUnlimited
quantity
advertising
(admission
vouchers,at the
party.visitor brochures)
		exhibitors
letter stickers,
the full entry in the online catalog with …
6. Surcharges
- company address incl. e-mail and internet address, social media links
1.
A feeentry
of EUR 0.60 net per m2 of stand space in exhibition halls is
- text
charged
remitted
to AUMA (Association of the German Trade
- 5
productand
group
entries
Fair Industry).
- product
news incl. text, photo and/or video in unlimited quantity
- presentation of product video for the digital agenda – time slot selectable
2. Together with the participation fee each direct exhibitor will be in- continuous promotion of exhibitors information via the SENSOR+TEST 		
voiced with a media flat rate in the amount of EUR 250,– plus legal
		 newsletter and social media up to December 2022
VAT valid at the time of the event, if the service is taxable in
Germany.
The
media flat rate can also be ordered for co-exhibitors (see application
This
flat rate includes:
formmedia
for co-exhibitors).
- Unlimited quantity of advertising material (admission vouchers,
There will be no refund if any parts of the media flat rate are not utilised.
- letter stickers, visitor brochures, conference programs)
3 exhibitor
passes (see Point 22)
7. -Payment
for Services
the
entry inisthe
onlinetocatalog
with
… payment for services (addiThefull
organizer
entitled
request
advance
-tional
company
plusnomenclature
email addressentries, ads, banners, media boxes, etc.).
text and
- internet address plus direct link to the company homepage
8. -Value-Added
Taxproduct entry
300 characters
otherwise
-Unless
3 product
groupindicated,
entries all prices mentioned in these Terms and
Conditions of Participation are strictly net and are subject to valueadded
tax flat
valid
at can
the also
timebe
ofordered
the event,
if the service(see
is taxable
in
The
media
rate
for co-exhibitors
application
Germany.
form
for co-exhibitors).
Important for foreign exhibitors: The reverse-charge method is applicable for exhibitors
EUexhibitors
countriesfor
onevery
the condition
that
such an
Additional
services forfrom
direct
10 m2 or part
thereof
if
exhibitor
has
provided
evidence
stands
have
a size
of at least
30 m2:of entrepreneurship (by providing a
identification
number,
complete
address,
and type of business),
-tax100
characters product
entry
in the online
catalog
these details
by the Bundeszentralamt für
-and
1 product
groupmust
entrybe
in confirmed
the online catalog
(German
Governmental
-Steuern
2 exhibitor
passes
(see Point 22) Tax Office).
Written confirmation of entrepreneurship is also required for exhibiThere
will be
no refund
if any parts of the media flat rate are not utilised.
tors from
non-EU
countries.
9.
7.

Subleasing
Co-Exhibitors
Payment
forand
Services
The organizer
exhibitor must
acquire
the organizer‘s
approvalfor
prior
to letting
The
is entitled
to request
advance payment
services
(addithird parties
occupy
partially entries,
or entirely
stand media
assigned
to him.
tional
text and
nomenclature
ads,the
banners,
boxes,
etc.).
Products or companies not listed in the admission papers may not be
advertised onTax
the stand.
8. Value-Added
Requests
for admission
of a all
co-exhibitor
must be in
made
inTerms
writing.
Unless
otherwise
indicated,
prices mentioned
these
and
They are charged
a co-exhibitor
fee of net
EURand
245,–
legaltotax
valid
Conditions
of Participation
are strictly
areplus
subject
valueat the time
of the
if the
service
is taxable
in Germany.
Upon
added
tax valid
at event,
the time
of the
event,
if the service
is taxable
in
payment
Germany.of this fee to the organizer, the co-exhibitor’s name and
address
willfor
beforeign
listed inexhibitors:
the onlineThe
catalog
and in the method
exhibition
guide.
Important
reverse-charge
is appliThe
of the stand
shall
remain
debtor
of the
co-exhibitor
cablelessee
for exhibitors
from
EU always
countries
on the
condition
that
such an
fee. The co-exhibitor
is evidence
subjectedof
toentrepreneurship
the same conditions
the main
exhibitor
has provided
(by as
providing
a
exhibitor.
tax
identification number, complete address, and type of business),
If
a co-exhibitor
brought
in withoutbyapproval,
the organizer has
and
these detailsismust
be confirmed
the Bundeszentralamt
für the
right
to revoke
the
Admission toTax
Exhibit
without notice, to have the
Steuern
(German
Governmental
Office).
stand
removed
at the of
exhibitor’s
cost and to
exercise
rightsfor
according
Written
confirmation
entrepreneurship
is also
required
exhibito
Paragraph
4 of these Conditions of Participation.
torsPoint
from2,non-EU
countries.
If two or more exhibitors apply for and are assigned to a mutual
stand, eachand
individual
exhibitor will be liable to the organizer as a ge9. Subleasing
Co-Exhibitors
neralexhibitor
debtor for
joint
and several
liability. These
companies
to list
The
must
acquire
the organizer's
approval
prior toare
letting
a common
onor
the
application
form.assigned
This representathird
partiesrepresentative
occupy partially
entirely
the stand
to him.
tive, solely,
obtain all
the information
material
for may
the event.
Products
orwill
companies
notoflisted
in the admission
papers
not be
advertised on the stand.
10. Terms
of Payment
Requests
for admission of a co-exhibitor must be made in writing.
The
is dueaand
payable within
30 days
upon
date
the
Theyinvoice
are charged
co-exhibitor
fee of EUR
225,–
plusthe
legal
taxof
valid
invoice.
Adherence
to
the
payment
plan
listed
above
is
a
prerequisite
at the time of the event, if the service is taxable in Germany. Upon 		
for catalog
and
passes,
well as occupation
of the
payment
oflisting
this fee
to exhibitors‘
the organizer,
theasco-exhibitor’s
name and
assignedwill
stand
address
be site.
listed in the online catalog and in the exhibition guide.
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(Continued)
All
be submitted
in remain
full without
deductions
of any
Thepayments
lessee of are
the to
stand
shall always
debtor
of the co-exhibitor
kind,
in EURO.
fee. The
co-exhibitor is subjected to the same conditions as the main
Default
of Payment
exhibitor.
The
organizer reserves
the right
to charge
default
interest
on delayed
If a co-exhibitor
is brought
in without
approval,
the
organizer
has the
payments.
right to revoke the Admission to Exhibit without notice, to have the
The
organizer
the exhibitor’s
right to revoke
the Admission
Exhibit
and/or
stand
removedhas
at the
cost and
to exercise to
rights
according
to
from these
Conditions
of Participation
if the exhibitor is
to withdraw
Point 2, Paragraph
4 of
these Conditions
of Participation.
in
arrears
with his
financial
obligations
if these obligations
If two
or more
exhibitors
apply
for andand
are assigned
to a mutualhave
not
been
met
after a payment
10 days.
Furthermore,
orstand,
each
individual
exhibitorrespite
will beof
liable
to the
organizer asthe
a geganizer
may claim
damages
in such
a case These
according
to Pointare
2, Paraneral debtor
for joint
and several
liability.
companies
to list
graph
4 of these
Conditions
Participation.
a common
representative
onof
the
application form. This representative, solely, will obtain all of the information material for the event.
11. Cancellation
Upon submission of the binding application or upon issue of the Ad10. Terms of Payment
mission to Exhibit, the exhibitor may only withdraw from the rental
The invoice
forthe
the
participation
will be
to the
contract
with
express
writtenfee
consent
offorwarded
the organizer.
Thisexhibialso
tor
along
the admission
stand
applies
to with
a partial
withdrawaland
from
theassignment.
exhibition, e.g. by a reducbe submitted,
writing,iswithin
8 days
receipt of
Complaints
must area.
tion of the stand
A possibleinconsent
entirely
at theofdiscretion
thethe
invoice.
Objections
raised
later date
will not be recognized.
of
organizer
and will
only at
beagranted
in exceptional
cases.
Payment
Due of
Dates
Upon receipt
the declaration of withdrawal...
1. A deposit of 50% of the participation fee is due and must be
... on or before 31.01.2022:
submitted within 30 days of receipt of the invoice/admission.
cancellation free of charge
2. The balance of this invoice is due and must be submitted by
… as
of 01.02.2022:		
March
16, 2018.
100% ofrendered
the entire
participation
payable
Invoices
after
March 16,fee
2018,
are due upon receipt, immediately.
Payments
received
after
the
due
be considered
All cancellations must be made in writingdates
and will
are legitimate
onlyinafdefault.
ter the organizer‘s written acceptance.
Adherence
to the payment
listed above
is a prerequisite
cataShould a co-exhibitor
fail toplan
participate,
the co-exhibitor’s
feefor
shall
be
payable
full exhibitors'
as of 01.02.2022.
log
listinginand
passes, as well as occupation of the assigned
Upon site.
institution of bankruptcy or settlement proceedings on the asstand
setspayments
of the exhibitor,
the
organizer
the deductions
right to cancel
the
All
are to be
submitted
inobserves
full without
of any
contract
without further notice. The exhibitor is obliged to notify the
kind,
in EURO.
organizer
these proceedings immediately. Conditions outlined
Default ofof
Payment
under
Article
apply. the right to charge default interest on delayed
The organizer2reserves
payments.
12. Special
Provisos
The organizer
has the
rightthat
to revoke
the Admission
to of
Exhibit
and/or
Should
unforeseen
events
are beyond
the control
the organizer
to
withdraw
from
these
Conditions
of
Participation
if
the
exhibitor
make it impossible to run the event as scheduled, the organizer isis
in arrearstowith
his financial
obligations
and
these to
obligations
entitled
postpone
partially
or entirely,
to if
curtail,
close or tohave
cancel
not event.
been met
payment
of 10before
days. Furthermore,
the orthe
Hasafter
the aevent
to berespite
cancelled
it opens, paid
ganizer may claim
damages
such a case
according
towill
Point
Paraparticipation
fees except
the in
obligatory
media
flat rate
be 2,
refunded.
graph 4 of these Conditions of Participation.
If the event has to be closed due to force majeure or governmental
during its term, the entire participation fee as well as all costs
11. order
Cancellation
incurred
by the exhibitor
must beapplication
paid. The exhibitor
is notofentitled
Upon submission
of the binding
or upon issue
the Ad-to
claim
any
norexhibitor
may he cancel
his contract
such the
cases.
mission
todamages
Exhibit, the
may only
withdrawinfrom
rental
contract with the express written consent of the organizer. This also
applies to a partial withdrawal from the exhibition, e.g. by a reduc13. Exhibits
tion of
the products
stand area.
A possible
consent is entirely
at the discretion
Only
those
listed
in the nomenclature,
i.e. approved
by the orof the organizer
and will only
be granted
in exceptional
ganizer
may be exhibited.
The organizer
reserves
the rightcases.
to remove
If such a withdrawal
comes
effect, the
entitled
to
products
which do not
bear into
this approval
at organizer
the cost ofisthe
exhibitor.
damages
the exhibitor as follows:
Tools
usedfrom
for demonstrations,
such as burners (e.g. welding torches),
Upon receipt
the declaration
withdrawal...
induction
andof
radiation
heatingof
devices,
infrared radiators, lasers and
similar equipment must be kept out of reach of unauthorized persons
at
all times.
Transparent
protective
... on
or before
October 31,
2017: covers are permitted.
Exhibits
admitted
the exhibition
25% of the
entire to
participation
fee,may not be removed from the
stand during the entire exhibition period.
... as of November 1, 2017:
50% of theof
entire
participation
14. Operation
Exhibition
Stands fee,
The stand must be adequately staffed and open to visitors during the
opening
hours of
event.
... as of January
1,the
2018:
Exhibitors,
co-exhibitors
and theirfee.
staff have no right of access to
100% of the
entire participation
other stands outside of official opening hours, unless authorized by
the
respective stand
All cancellations
mustexhibitors.
be made in writing and are legitimate only after the organizer's written acceptance.
Should anServices
exhibitor cancel the space assigned to him and should it be
15. Technical
possible
to re-rent
theresponsible
space (not by
another
stand),
a cancelThe
organizer
will be
forre-siting
the general
lighting,
heating
lation
fee ofsystems.
25% of the entire participation fee will be charged to
and
cooling
the exhibitor
originally
to the stand,
plusair
applicable
The
installation
costs ofassigned
water, electricity,
gas and
pressurelegal
supply
tax,the
valid
at the time
of the
eventasifthe
thewater
serviceand
is taxable
in Germany.
for
individual
stands,
as well
power consumpIf theand
organizer
is services
not ablewill
to sell
an unoccupied
stand
stand
area,
tion
all other
be invoiced
separately
toor
the
direct
he has the right to allocate such a stand or stand area to another exexhibitors.
hibitor.
Such anare
allocation
may not be
as named
a new contract
All
installations
to be performed
byconstrued
contractors
by the
and the original
does
notinside
have the
to reduce
the be
organizer,
solely.exhibitor
Installation
work
the right
assigned
stand may
agreed participation
fee. contractor who must be named upon the
performed
by an outside

12.
16.

13.

14.

15.

17.

18.

19.

16.

20.

21.

organizer’s
request. The
will bethe
liable
for damages
Should a co-exhibitor
failexhibitor
to participate,
co-exhibitor’s
feecaused
shall be
by
this installation.
The organizer is not liable for damage caused by
payable
in full.
installation
work.ofThe
exhibitor or
will
be liable for
all damages
Upon institution
bankruptcy
settlement
proceedings
on resulting
the asfrom
devices
andthe
machines.
sets ofunauthorized
the exhibitor,connections,
the organizer
observes
right toThese
cancelmay
thebe
removed
at the cost
of the
respective
exhibitoris(main
lessee
of thethe
contract without
further
notice.
The exhibitor
obliged
to notify
stand).
organizer of these proceedings immediately. Conditions outlined
The
organizer
not liable for any losses or damages resulting from
under
Article 2isapply.
power supply faults or electrical interference.
Special Provisions
Stand Design
Should unforeseen events that are beyond the control of the organiTo ensure a good overall impression, a standard scheme for stand
zer make it impossible to run the event as originally planned, the orbuild-up and design has been devised by the organizer. The specificaganizer is entitled to postpone partially or entirely, to cancel, to extions are contained in the Technical Regulations which are binding
tend or to curtail the event. Such decisions, however, must be made
for exhibitors and stand contractors, and which are an integral part
in conjunction with the respective boards or committees of the event.
of the contract.
In cases of force majeure, exhibitors are not entitled to claim any
The stand construction work undertaken by the exhibitor shall be
damages nor may they cancel their contracts.
conform to the statutory requirements and with the regulations laid
down by the local authorities.
Exhibits
Equipment, appearance and design of the stands as well as the assemOnly those products listed in the nomenclature, i.e. approved by the orbly are up to the exhibitors.
ganizer may be exhibited. The organizer reserves the right to remove
The maximum permissible stand height at all stand boundaries is 3.50
products which do not bear this approval at the cost of the exhibitor.
metres. A greater stand height must be co-ordinated with and approTools used for demonstrations, such as burners (e.g. welding torches),
ved by the organizer. To this end, a drawing of the stand must be
induction and radiation heating devices, infrared radiators, lasers and
submitted to the organizer no later than March 4, 2022.
similar equipment must be kept out of reach of unauthorized persons
Excess of the permitted stand height or of the allocated floor space is
at all times. Transparent protective covers are permitted.
not permitted. This also applies to parts of the stand (such as towers,
Exhibits admitted to the exhibition may not be removed from the
cubic devices, spotlights, etc.) and to exhibits or parts of exhibits. In
stand during the entire exhibition period.
case of infringement, the organizer is entitled to have the stand
dismantled at the cost of the exhibitor.
Operation of Exhibition Stands
Stand
partition
higher than
2.50 and
m must
betodecorated
neutrally
The stand
must walls
be adequately
staffed
open
visitors during
the
on
the back
side
they
are visible from the neighbouring stand, and
opening
hours
ofifthe
event.
no
cables must
be in full and
view.their staff have no right of access to
Exhibitors,
co-exhibitors
Solid
sections
are not
permitted
forunless
fire hazard
reasons.
otherroof/ceiling
stands outside
of official
opening
hours,
authorized
by
Exhibits
must be
displayed
at the stand during the entire time the
the respective
stand
exhibitors.
event is open for visitors.
Own stand
construction
Technical
Services
Exhibitors
whowill
wish
construct for
their
standlighting,
are required
to
The organizer
beto
responsible
theown
general
heating
submit
the site
plan, contractor’s name and address to the organizer 		
and cooling
systems.
for
This
information
be submitted
4, supply
2022
Theapproval.
installation
costs
of water, must
electricity,
gas and by
air March
pressure
for approval.
the individual stands, as well as the water and power consumption and
all other services will be invoiced separately to the direct
Power
consumption
exhibitors.
The power consumption is charged at a flat rate of EUR 5,10/m² stand
All installations are to be performed by contractors named by the
area booked. The charges will be included in the final invoice.
organizer, solely. Installation work inside the assigned stand may be
performed
by an outside contractor who must be named upon the
Water
connections
organizer’s
request. can
The only
exhibitor
will be liable
for damages
caused
A
water connection
be provided
if a water
supply facility
is
by this installation.
The organizer
is not
liable
for damage
caused
by
located
within the rented
area. The
water
supply
facilities are
shafts
installation
work. the
The hall
exhibitor
will beand
liable
for water
all damages
resulting
accessed
through
floor. Fresh
waste
hoses are
from unauthorized
connections,
These may be
connected
here to run
along thedevices
floor toand
themachines.
desired positions.
removed at the cost of the respective exhibitor (main lessee of the
Cleaning
stand).
The organizer is responsible
forany
thelosses
cleaning
of the halls
and hallways.
not liable for
or damages
resulting
from
power
supply isfaults
or electrical
interference.
The
exhibitor
responsible
for the
cleaning of his stand. Unless he has
the stand cleaned by his own staff, only maintenance companies deStand
Design
signated
by the organizer may be hired to perform the cleaning.
To ensure a good overall impression, a standard scheme for stand
Cleaning
mustdesign
be accomplished
daily prior
to opening
hours.
build-up and
has been devised
by the
organizer.
The specifications
are
contained
in
the
Technical
Regulations
which
are binding
Security
for exhibitors
stand contractors,
and which
are an
integral partof
The
organizerand
is responsible
for the general
security
arrangements
of the contract.
the exhibition grounds and halls. Patrolling will start on the first day
The stand construction work undertaken by the exhibitor shall be
of stand assembly and will end with the last day of stand dismantling.
conform to the statutory requirements and with the regulations laid
The responsibility for the general security by the organizer does not
down by the local authorities.
affect its exemption from liability for damage to property and persoEquipment, appearance and design of the stands as well as the assemnal injury.
bly are up to the exhibitors.
The organizer is not liable for any loss or damage.
The maximum permissible stand height at all stand boundaries is 3.50
The exhibitor is responsible for the guarding of his stand at all times,
metres. A greater stand height must be co-ordinated with and approto include assembly and dismantling phases. Stand guarding may be
ved by the organizer. To this end, a drawing of the stand must be
assigned to a guarding company specified by the organizer.
submitted to the organizer no later than April 6, 2018.
It is herewith expressly stated that there is an increased risk of loss or
Excess of the permitted stand height or of the allocated floor space is
damage to exhibition wares during stand assembly and dismantling
not permitted. This also applies to parts of the stand (such as towers,
phases. Easily portable and valuable exhibition wares should be
cubic devices, spotlights, etc.) and to exhibits or parts of exhibits. In
locked up overnight.
case of infringement, the organizer is entitled to have the stand
dismantled atActivities
the cost of the exhibitor.
Promotional
Publicity shall be confined to exhibition related products and shall not
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17.

18.

22.
19.

23.
20.

24.

21.
25.

26.

27.

be
offensive
or in
breach
of statutory
nor shall itneutrally
be of an
Stand
partition
walls
higher
than 2.50regulations,
m must be decorated
ideological
political
Thefrom
organizer
reserves the right
toand
proon the backor
side
if theynature.
are visible
the neighbouring
stand,
hibit
the distribution
andview.
display of such advertising matter, and to
no cables
must be in full
confiscate
the entire
supply
the
remainder
thehazard
event.reasons.
Solid roof/ceiling
sections
arefor
not
permitted
foroffire
Printed
mattersat
and
objects
may only
disExhibitsadvertising
must be displayed
theadvertising
stand during
the entire
timebe
the
played
distributed
within the allocated stand area. Publicity and
event isor
open
for visitors.
other
promotional
activities outside of the assigned stand boundaries
Own stand
construction
are
not permitted.
Exhibitors
who wish to construct their own stand are required to subOptical,
mobile
acoustic publicity
aids
are permitted,
providing
mit the site
plan,and
contractor’s
name and
address
to the organizer
for
they
do not
disturb
neighbouring
organizer
may
approval.
This
information
must beexhibitors.
submittedThe
by April
6, 2018
forinterapvene
if this regulation is infringed upon and demand modifications.
proval.
Revolving towers may only be installed at the centre of the stand.
Power
consumption
They may
not cast a shadow on the adjacent stands nor may they
The power
consumption is charged at a flat rate of EUR 4,50/m2 stand
cause
a disturbance.
area booked.
The charges
will be included
the final
invoice.
Advertising
and/or
demonstrations
causinginexhaust
fumes,
vibration,
dirt or dust and which will cause for reasons here not specified a
Water
connections
considerable
hazard or impairment to the event or its participants are
A water
connection can only be provided if a water supply facility is
not
permitted.
located within
the rented
area.
Theincluding
water supply
facilities
are
shafts
Musical
performances
of any
kind,
bands,
require
prior
accessed through the hall floor. Fresh and waste water hoses are
approval.
connected here to run along the floor to the desired positions.
Exhibitor passes
The number of exhibitor passes depends on the stand size:
Cleaning
<
30organizer
m² = 3; is responsible
30-39 m² =for
5;the 40-49
m² of
= 7;
50-59
m²hallways.
= 9;
The
cleaning
the halls
and
The
exhibitor
the cleaning
his stand.
Unless
60-69
m² = 11;is responsible
70-79 m²for
= 13;
80-89 m²of
= 15;
90-99
m² = he
17;has
the
standmcleaned
100-109
² = 19 by
etc.his own staff, only maintenance companies designated by the organizer may be hired to perform the cleaning.
Assemblymust
and be
Dismantling
Cleaning
accomplished daily prior to opening hours.
No stand may be dismantled or removed partially or entirely before		
the event is officially terminated.
Security
Assembly
and dismantling
willgeneral
be announced
the online shop
The organizer
is responsibletimes
for the
security in
arrangements
of
of
and and
at www.sensor-test.com.
theNürnbergMesse
exhibition grounds
halls. Patrolling will start on the first day
The
exhibits
and, ifand
applicable,
themselves
mustdismantling.
be disof stand
assembly
will end the
withstands
the last
day of stand
mantled
and removed
from
the exhibition
by Friday,does
Maynot
13,
The responsibility
for the
general
security bycentre
the organizer
2022,
hrs., atfrom
the very
latest.
toto
comply
willand
result
in
affect at
its22.00
exemption
liability
forFailure
damage
property
persoconsiderable
nal injury. additional charges to the respective exhibitor.
The organizer is not liable for any loss or damage.
Domestic Authority
The exhibitor is responsible for the guarding of his stand at all times,
The organizer shall have full authority within the exhibition complex,
to include assembly and dismantling phases. Stand guarding may be
in the exhibition and congress halls as well as the access drives, for the
assigned to a guarding company specified by the organizer.
entire duration of the event. This includes assembly and dismantling
It is herewith expressly stated that there is an increased risk of loss or
phases.
damage to exhibition wares during stand assembly and dismantling
Animals are not permitted on the exhibition complex at any time.
phases. Easily portable and valuable exhibition wares should be
The organizer is entitled to have photographs and films made of the
locked up overnight.
exhibition, stands and exhibits and to use these for advertising purposes or press releases. Should you not wish that our photographer takes
Promotional Activities
any pictures of your stand, please inform him accordingly before.
Publicity shall be confined to exhibition related products and shall not
be offensive
or in breach of statutory regulations, nor shall it be of an
Terms
of Limitation
ideological
political
nature.
Thethe
organizer
reserves
right to
proAll
claims byorthe
exhibitor
against
organizer
must the
be made
within
hibit
the distribution
display ofstarts
such with
advertising
and to
six
months.
This term and
of limitation
the lastmatter,
day of the
confiscate
themade
entirethereafter
supply forwill
thenot
remainder
event.
Claims
be valid.of the event.
Printed advertising matters and advertising objects may only be disInsurance
and Liabilitywithin
Exemption
played or distributed
the allocated stand area. Publicity and
The
organizer
doesactivities
not undertake
exhibits
stand
other
promotional
outsidetoofsafeguard
the assigned
standorboundaries
equipment
and expressly declines all liability for any loss or damage.
are not permitted.
This
exemption
fromacoustic
liabilitypublicity
is in no way
by theproviding
special seOptical,
mobile and
aidsimpaired
are permitted,
curity
measures
taken
by the organizer.
they do
not disturb
neighbouring
exhibitors. The organizer may interExhibitors
recommended
to take
outand
a liability
insurance
to cover
vene if thisare
regulation
is infringed
upon
demand
modifications.
theft
and damage
to exhibits
standat
equipment
own cost.
Revolving
towers may
only beand
installed
the centreat
oftheir
the stand.
The
liable
for damages
bystands
third parties
which
Theyexhibitor
may not iscast
a shadow
on thecaused
adjacent
nor may
theyhe
has
contracted.
cause
a disturbance.
Advertising and/or
demonstrations
exhaust
vibration,
Responsibility
of the
organizer shallcausing
be, in any
case, fumes,
confined
to direct
dirt or dust
whichthat
will are
cause
for reasons
here nottospecified
a
damages
toand
property
willful
or attributable
gross negliconsiderable hazard or impairment to the event or its participants are
gence.
not permitted.
Musical performances of any kind, including bands, require prior
approval.
Data
Protection

The organizer will store and process your data for the execution of
22. Exhibitor
passes
your order,
and – if necessary – may pass them on ring fenced to involThe
numberpartners.
of exhibitor
on personal
the standdata
size:of named
ved service
Thatpasses
appliesdepends
as well for
2 = 7;
2 = 9;
m2your
mwith
<
30 m2 persons
= 3;
= 5; company.
40-49 mYou
contact
or30-39
staff of
agree50-59
to this
your
2 = 15; 90-99 m2 = 17;
m2 you
60-69 m2 =and
11; confirm
70-79that
= 13;have
80-89
signature
the m
appropriate
consent of these
2 = 19 etc.
100-109
persons. mYou
can revoke this data storage at any time informally. 		
Detailed information about the organizer‘s data privacy and protection
policy are available at: www.sensor-test.com/privacy.

Nuremberg,
Germany,
10.– –28.6.2018
12.5.2022
Nürnberg,
Germany,
26.
28. Assembly
Circulars and Dismantling
23.
Upon
stand
allocations,
all exhibitors
will partially
be notified
by circular
No
stand
may
be dismantled
or removed
or entirely
before
letters
of further
details
pertinent to the preparation and execution
the
event
is officially
terminated.
of the event.
Assembly
and dismantling times will be announced in the Exhibitors
Info Manual.
29. Verbal Agreements
The exhibits and, if applicable, the stands themselves must be disAll verbal agreements, individual approvals and special arrangements
mantled and removed from the exhibition centre by Friday, June 29,
require the organizer’s written approval.
2018, at 22.00 hrs., at the very latest. Failure to comply will result in
An agreement to diverge from the provision to submit requests, obconsiderable additional charges to the respective exhibitor.
jections or other statements regarding these Conditions of Particpa24. Domestic
tion must Authority
be agreed upon in writing.
The organizer shall have full authority within the exhibition complex,
30. in
Final
theprovisions
exhibition and congress halls as well as the access drives, for the
Place of
performance
jurisdiction
will be
the legal
of the
entire
duration
of the and
event.
This includes
assembly
anddomicile
dismantling
organizer.
phases.
This alsoare
applies
to claims of
to this
contract
regard
Animals
not permitted
onthe
theparties
exhibition
complex
atinany
time.to
legalorganizer
dunning is
proceedings.
The
entitled to have photographs and films made of the
Should
anystands
of the and
aforementioned
clauses,
conditions
or articlespurpobe
exhibition,
exhibits and to
use these
for advertising
void
invalid,
no other
clauses,
orexhibitors
articles shall
be any
ses ororpress
releases
without
the conditions
possibility of
raising
affected
thereby.
objections
for any reason whatsoever.
Should any provisions of these Conditions of Participation be void or
25. Terms
Limitation intended provisions, which could have been leinvalid,ofrecognizably
All
claims
by the
exhibitor
the organizer must be made within
gally
agreed
upon,
shall beagainst
valid instead.
six
term text
of limitation
startsand
with
the last day
of the
Themonths.
originalThis
German
of the Terms
Conditions
of Participation
event. Claims made thereafter will not be valid.
is binding. The law of the Federal Republic of Germany is applicable.
26. Insurance and Liability Exemption
The
organizer does not undertake to safeguard exhibits or stand
Organizer
equipment
and
expressly declines all liability for any loss or damage.
AMA Service
GmbH
This
exemption from liability
Von-Münchhausen-Str.
49 is in no way impaired by the special security measures
31515
Wunstorftaken by the organizer.
Exhibitors
are5033
recommended
to take out a liability insurance to cover
Tel. +49 (0)
9639-0
Fax and
+49 (0)
5033 9639-20
theft
damage
to exhibits and stand equipment at their own cost.
e-Mail:
info@ama-service.com		
August
The exhibitor
is liable for damages caused by third parties
which2021
he
has contracted.
Responsibility of the organizer shall be, in any case, confined to direct
damages to property that are willful or attributable to gross negligence.
27. Circulars
Upon stand allocations, all exhibitors will be notified by circular
letters of further details pertinent to the preparation and execution
of the event.
28. Verbal Agreements
All verbal agreements, individual approvals and special arrangements
require the organizer’s written approval.
An agreement to diverge from the provision to submit requests, objections or other statements regarding these Conditions of Participation must be agreed upon in writing.
29. Final provisions
Place of performance and jurisdiction will be the legal domicile of the
organizer.
This also applies to claims of the parties to this contract in regard to
legal dunning proceedings.
Should any of the aforementioned clauses, conditions or articles be
void or invalid, no other clauses, conditions or articles shall be
affected thereby.
Should any provisions of these Conditions of Participation be void or
invalid, recognizably intended provisions, which could have been legally agreed upon, shall be valid instead.
The original German text of the Terms and Conditions of Participation
is binding. The law of the Federal Republic of Germany is applicable.

Organizer
AMA Service GmbH
Von-Münchhausen-Str. 49
31515 Wunstorf
Tel. +49 (0) 5033 9639-0
Fax +49 (0) 5033 9639-20
e-Mail: info@ama-service.com
August 2017

